
CSE-102 Class 3 Notes

CSE 102 - Class 03

Exodus 20:11
?For in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is?

Reptiles never stop growing
Break bone near joint when kid - one leg shorter than other
Reptiles don?t have those cells on end of bone

Egg to 5ft in 1 year
7ft in 2 years
8ft in 3rd year

Dinosaurs on the Arc?
Bring Babies
Smaller 
Weigh less
Eat less
Sleep more
Bounce back - adults break
Live longer

Mid 1800s 
Fixity of species
God made every species just the way they are today
Huskies for Alaska - dingo's for Australia
Lyell believed - Darwin did not
Darwin was right
Bible says - "Bring forth after their kind"

What is definition of species?
Capable of interbreeding
Dog and wolf are different species but can bring forth offspring
Horse and jackass make mules - almost always male and sterile
They are the same kind of animal

Genesis 7:22
"All in whose nostrils was the breath of life, of all that was in the dry land"
Insects absorb oxygen through sphericals
Breath through skin
Insects can survive flood under water, on log mats, and dead things

250 varieties of dogs
All came from 2 dogs on Noah's Arc - or came from a rock
8000 kinds of animals
2 of each kind not variety

2 Questions
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How many animals were there?
How big was the Arc?
Don't know - it just couldn't be done

Spontaneous generation
How non living material comes alive
They used to teach 
Leave bread in a corner for a couple of days and it would produce mice
Take meat outside and it would produce fly's

No one has ever seen planet form

Noah - Shem - Arphaxad
Eventually Arphaxad will ask why we are the only people on earth
Noah will be able to tell him the story
He could have told the story to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

270 flood legends
Hawaii - "Long after the death of Kuniuhonna, the first man, the world became a wicked terrible 
place to live. There was one good man left; his name was Nu-u. He made a great canoe with a house 
on it and filled it with animals. The waters came up over all the earth and killed all the people. Only 
Nu-u and his family were saved."

Ancient Chinese classic called the "Hihking" tells the story of Fuhi, whom the Chinese considered 
to be the father of their civilization. This history records that Fuhi, his wife, three sons and three 
daughters escaped a great flood. He and his family were the only people alive on earth. After the 
great flood they repopulated the world.

Indian cultures teach everyone spoke one language until some event similar to the tower of Babel.

Toltec Indian 
First world lasted 1716 years only one family named Coxcox survived.
Bible says 1656 years
Only 60 years off

Government of Turkey has sign saying
Nuh'um Gimihi
Noah's Big Boat

Boat came to rest in 7th month - Noah stayed in until 13th month
There was nothing to eat - nothing to build with
all the animals would have died
it takes 3 months to get a garden growing to produce food
they stayed in 6 months and everything was probably a few feet tall

Mountains of Ararat
Turkey - Russia - Iran border
made of pillow lava - formed under water
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floating object more likely to to rest in a nested area rather than on top of a mountain
Ron Wyatt thinks it is 17 miles away from Mt Ararat
boat splayed - folded out to both sides
possibility that there is no arc left after 4400 years - people taking pieces - rotted
find Iron rivets
Large steel pins with washer - beat head until smashed over washer and hold it in place
1 in diameter

boat 300 cubits long
moses edited genesis not wrote
moses took the clay tablets and edited them into Genesis
cubit is elbow to finger tip
inch width of thumb
foot length of foot
Egyptian cubit 20.6 inches
Hebrew cubit 18 inches

boat 2/3 as big as titanic

value of money has changed
now 1 oz of gold worth $400
now $400 can buy nice suit
100 yrs ago 1 oz of gold worth $20
100 yrs ago $20 could buy a nice suit

9000lb rocks tear drop shaped
large curved hole in top
larger the rock bigger the hole
Drogue stone
keep boat from shaking while waves moving around
Navy uses drogue shoots - parachutes they shoot out of ship to keep boat strait
keeps boat perpendicular to waves
prevents boat from rolling over
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